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(57) ABSTRACT 
A method of providing data storage is disclosed that includes 
writing a plurality of data non-sequentially to at least one first 
storage drive, the at least one first storage drive having a 
random first input/output operations per second (IOPS) 
speed, and writing the plurality of data and an associated 
plurality of journal metadata sequentially to at least one sec 
ond storage drive, the at least one second storage drive having 
a second random IOPS speed that is slower than the first 
random IOPS speed. 
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JOURNALING RAID SYSTEM 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application is a continuation of International 
Application No. PCT/US2012/031823 filed Apr. 2, 2012, 
which claims priority to and the benefit of U.S. Provisional 
Application No. 61/516,320 filed Apr. 1, 2011, both of which 
are hereby incorporated by reference herein for all purposes. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

0002 This invention relates to Redundant Array of Inde 
pendent Disks Systems, and more particularly to Redundant 
Array of Independent Disk systems using Solid-state drives. 

BACKGROUND 

0003 Solid-state drives (“SSD drives”) are becoming 
increasingly popular for deployment in Redundant Array of 
Independent Disks (“RAID) systems to service transactional 
applications like databases. Such applications typically con 
sist of input and output requests (“I/O requests”) that have 
small transfer sizes with consecutive I/O requests that are 
very often not in sequential Logical Block Address (LBA) 
order (collectively referred to as “random I/O requests). It is 
convenient to measure the suitability of a drive for random 
I/O requests, whether an SSD drive or a spinning magnetic 
drive, by testing it with a synthetic benchmark tool that issues 
relatively small I/O commands to random LBA addresses, 
and measures how many of these can be performed in one 
second. This provides a measure of the random IOPS speed of 
the drive. SSD drives typically have a random IOPS speed 
that is hundreds to thousands of times faster than conventional 
spinning magnetic drives and so SSD drives are advantageous 
when random IOPS speed is an issue. Also, unlike conven 
tional spinning magnetic drives, the performance of SSD 
drives does not degrade significantly if consecutive requests 
are for any randomly chosen LBA. 
0004. Unfortunately, when SSD drives are deployed in 
traditional RAID-5 and RAID-6 configurations, the random 
write performance of the RAID set is limited by the need to 
perform read-modify-write operations. Every random host 
block write to the RAID array causes the data and parity 
drives for the RAID stripe to be read, new parity calculated 
and then the data and parity drives must be over-written. The 
Software complexity typically required to implement the 
read-modify-write operations in otherwise advantageous 
RAID-5 and RAID-6 configurations cause random write 
IOPS to be approximately 25% of random read IOPs even 
with the benefit of SSD drives, which tend to be more expen 
sive than spinning magnetic drives. 
0005. A need continues to exist to reduce software com 
plexity in the 10 path to increase performance while minimiz 
ing the cost for storage implementation to add redundancy to 
the storage pool. 

SUMMARY 

0006 Embodiments of the invention include a method of 
providing data storage, comprising writing a plurality of data 
non-sequentially to at least one first storage drive, the at least 
one first storage drive having a first random input/output 
operations per second (IOPS) speed; and writing the plurality 
of data and an associated plurality of journal metadata 
sequentially to at least one second storage drive, the at least 
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one second storage drive having a second random IOPS speed 
that is slower than the first random IOPS speed. The writing 
the plurality of data and associated journal metadata sequen 
tially may further comprise writing the plurality of data and 
associated plurality of journal metadata sequentially in an 
active write journal. In Such an embodiment, the method may 
also comprise writing a second plurality of data and an asso 
ciate second plurality of journal metadata sequentially to a 
new write journal; and copying an image copy of the at least 
one first storage drive onto the at least one second storage 
drive using a sequential write of the at least one second 
storage drive. Also, the method may comprise releasing the 
active write journal; and writing the second plurality of data 
non-sequentially to the at least one first storage drive. The 
copying an image copy of the at least one first storage drive 
onto the at least one second storage drive may further com 
prise copying an image copy of the at least one first storage 
drive distributed onto a redundant array of independent drives 
(RAID). In such embodiments, the RAID may be configured 
in a RAID-5 configuration. The at least one first storage drive 
may be a solid state drive (SSD) and the at least one second 
storage drive may beat least one spinning magnetic drive. The 
at least one first storage drive may be a first solid state drive 
(SSD) and the at least one second storage drive may be a 
second SSD. Some embodiments include coalescing write 
data blocks into write journal-buffers; and performing the 
writing of the plurality of data and the associated plurality of 
journal metadata sequentially to the at least one second stor 
age drive after the write data blocks are coalesced. 
0007 Embodiments of the invention also include an appa 
ratus for providing data storage, comprising at least one first 
storage drive having a random first input/output operations 
per second (IOPS) speed; at least one second storage drive 
having a second input/output operations per second (IOPS) 
speed, the at least one second storage drive having a second 
random IOPS speed that is slower than the first random IOPS 
speed; and a controller configured to write a plurality of data 
non-sequentially to the at least one first storage drive and 
configured to write the plurality of data and the associated 
plurality of journal metadata sequentially to the at least one 
second storage drive. The at least one first storage drive may 
be a solid state drive (SSD) and the at least one second storage 
drive may be at least one spinning magnetic drive. Such 
embodiments, the at least one first storage drive may be a first 
solid state drive (SSD) and the at least one second storage 
drive may be a second SSD. 
0008 Further embodiments of the invention include a 
method of providing data storage comprising writing a first 
plurality of data non-sequentially to at least one solid-state 
drive, coalescing the first plurality of data and an associated 
plurality of journal metadata in a write journal buffer of a 
controller, and writing the first plurality of data and an asso 
ciated first plurality of journal metadata in a first write journal 
of a plurality of spinning magnetic drives using a full stripe 
write. This embodiment may also include writing a back 
ground copy of the at least one solid-state drive across at least 
one of the plurality of spinning magnetic drives, and may 
include writing a second plurality of data and an associated 
second plurality of journal metadata in a second write journal 
of the plurality of spinning magnetic drives after the writing 
the background copy is complete. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0009. The components in the figures are not necessarily to 
scale, emphasis instead being placed upon illustrating the 
principals of the invention. Like reference numerals designate 
corresponding parts throughout the different views. 
0010 FIG. 1 is a block diagram of one embodiment of a 
system having a higher-IOP-speed or “fast drive for perfor 
mance and a slower-IOP-speed or “slow drive for data 
redundancy; 
0011 FIG. 2 is a block diagram of another embodiment of 
a system having a slow drive pool protected with simple 
parity P data in a RAID-5 configuration for data redundancy 
and a pair of fast drives for write performance; 
0012 FIG.3 is a block diagram of another embodiment of 
a system having a slow drive pool protected with parity P+Q 
data in a RAID-6 configuration for data redundancy and a pair 
of fast drives for write performance; 
0013 FIG. 4 is a block diagram of another embodiment of 
a system having a slow drive pool configured in a RAID-1 
configuration for data redundancy and a pair of fast drives for 
write performance; and 
0014 FIG. 5 is a flow diagram of one embodiment that 
describes host write data buffered in a journal buffer, written 
to an SSD and journaled on a spinning magnetic drive. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0015. A storage array system is disclosed that has two sets 
of storage drives to accomplish (1) random write and (2) 
write-data-store (WDS) and image copy functions, respec 
tively. The WDS and image copy set is defined by input/ 
output random operations per second (IOPS) drive speeds 
that are less than the random IOPS speeds of the random write 
drives. This system definition allows the use of lower-cost 
drives for data redundancy while maintaining high perfor 
mance for random write functions. In one embodiment, the 
high-performance random write set of storage drives has at 
least one random-write solid-state drive (SSD) and the write 
data-store and image copy set of storage drives has at least one 
sequential-write spinning magnetic drive such as a serial 
advanced technology attachment (SATA) drive or serial-at 
tached SCSI (SAS) drive. In another embodiment, the high 
performance random write set of storage drives has fast (i.e. 
expensive) solid-state drives (SSD) and the write-data-store 
and image copy set of storage drives set has slower (i.e. less 
expensive) SSD drives. FIG. 1 illustrates one embodiment of 
a system 100 for redundant data storage for a host server, with 
the system having a higher-IOP-speed or “fast drive for 
performance and a slower-IOP-speed or “slow drive for data 
redundancy. In the figures that follow and their related 
description, reference to a “slow drive and a “fast drive is 
intended to describe the relative random IOPS speed between 
them, rather than an absolute IOPS drive speed that qualifies 
as “fast' or “slow. Service requesters, or clients 105, may be 
in communication with a storage controller 110 through the 
host server 115. The storage controller 110 supports the read/ 
write process between the host server 115 and the drives (see 
below) and may have a processor 120 to process incoming 
host write data. The processor 120 may be in communication 
with the host server 115 through a controller bus 125 that may 
be a Fibre Channel (“FC), Serial Attached SCSI (Small 
Computer System Interface) (SAS), Internet Small Com 
puter System Interface (“iSCSI), or Peripheral Component 
Interconnect Express (“PCIe') buses or any other bus that is 
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appropriate to communicate between the processor 120 and 
host server 115. The processor 120 may be in communication 
with a write cache 130 that stores host write data and with a 
processor memory 135 that stores processor instructions. 
0016. In the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 1, the proces 
sor 120 may also be in communication with a slow drive, such 
as a spinning magnetic drive 140, and a fast drive, such as an 
SSD drive 145, each through the same bus or through respec 
tive buses (150, 155) that may be FC, SAS, iSCSI, or PCIe 
buses or any other bus that is appropriate to communicate 
between the processor 120 and drives (140,145). The spin 
ning magnetic drive 140 may be a SAS or SATA drive and 
may have one or more write journals (160, 165) (two illus 
trated) that are partitioned from a fast-drive image copy area 
170.The write journals (160,165) and fast-drive copy portion 
170 function as a write-data-store (WDS) and image copy of 
the SSD drive 145, respectively. In a preferred embodiment, 
the spinning magnetic drive 140 is configured for sequential, 
rather than random, host data writes. 
(0017 Turning back to the controller 110, the cache 130 
may have a first write journal buffer 175 comprised of a 
write-data buffer and a journal metadata space (not shown) 
for receipt of host write data and associated metadata that may 
be coalesced by the processor 120 into a single linear write 
stream for a later write to the spinning magnetic drive 140. 
The metadata may describe the contents and location of the 
host write data on the SSD drive 145 (see below), with the 
host write data and metadata defining a write journal block 
180. The size of the write journal buffer 175 is preferably 
selected to be a multiple of a stripe size for the spinning 
magnetic drive 140 so that each write journal buffer written to 
the spinning magnetic drive 140 forms a complete stripe to 
ensure that a full stripe write occurs. The write journal block 
180 may thus be sized and written to a write journal 160 of the 
spinning magnetic drive 140 as a full stripe write, along with 
a simple write of the host write data to the SSD drive 145. The 
controller 110 may have at least a second write journal buffer 
185 so that the spinning magnetic drive 140 has at least a 
second associated write journal buffer 185. In an alternative 
embodiment, the cache 130 may be a memory configured 
outside of the controller 110, such as an SSD cache drive. 
0018. During operation, in order to accomplish the real 
time receipt of host write data, the first and second write 
journal buffers (175, 185) may be maintained in one of three 
States: 

(0.019 State 1: Idle the write journal buffer is allo 
cated, and idle. The buffer may contain valid host write 
data used for read caching. 

0020 State 2: Filling in this state the write journal 
buffer is accepting data from the host server 115 and 
journal metadata from the processor 120, host write data 
is coalesced into a sequential stream in the write journal 
buffer. 

0021 State 3: Draining the write journal buffer is full 
of host write data and currently being written to the 
spinning magnetic drive 140. 

0022. More particularly, host write data from the host 
server 115 may be moved in several stages through the system 
100. Initially, the host write data may be cached into a write 
data buffer that is in the Filling state (State 2). The host write 
data is also written to the SSD drive 145. When the current 
Filling write-data buffer is full, then the state is changed to 
Draining and the write-data buffer and associated journal 
metadata space of the write journal buffer 175 is written to the 
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spinning magnetic drive 140. A new write-data buffer is allo 
cated to the Filling state. To accomplish both writes from the 
cache 130 and from the SSD drive 145 to the spinning mag 
netic drive 140, bandwidth for the spinning magnetic drive 
140 may be divided between two types of operation: (1) 
updating the write journals (160, 165) and (2) performing a 
background copy of the SSD drive 145 (an "SSDCopy opera 
tion”). Approximately 50% of the total bandwidth of the 
spinning magnetic drive 140 may be allocated to each activ 
ity. The SSDcopy operation compacts the relevant write jour 
nal (160, 165) onto the fast-drive copy portion 170. This is 
performed as a background task, either daily or more fre 
quently. If the SSD drive 145 is fully operational, the write 
journal compaction is simply a copy of the SSD drive 145 that 
is written to the fast-drive copy portion 170 of the spinning 
magnetic drive 140. A write journal base pointer is reset to the 
time point at which the SSDcopy operation started, thus all 
writes that were in the write journal 160 before the copy are 
invalidated. 

0023. A dirty journal bitmap (DJB) may also be main 
tained in a bitmap in the cache 130 to record the write journal 
blocks 180 that have been written onto both the SSD drive 145 
and into the write journal 160 of the spinning magnetic drive 
140, but that have not yet been a part of a background copy of 
the SSD drive 145 into the fast-drive copy portion 170 of the 
spinning magnetic drive 140. The DJB may allow the proces 
sor 120 to determine if host data requests for a failed SSD are 
to be satisfied from the fast-drive copy portion 170 or from 
either of the write journals (160, 165) in the spinning mag 
netic drive 140. When a write to the SSD drive 145 occurs, 
then the corresponding bits in the DJB are set to indicate that 
the host write data in the fast-drive copy portion 170 is stale. 
When an SSDCopy operation moves the correct data from the 
SSD drive 145 onto the fast-drive copy portion 170, then the 
corresponding bits in the DJB are cleared to indicate that the 
fast-drive copy portion 170 is coherent for these blocks. The 
dynamic nature of the DJB and the fact that spinning drive 
drives can take several seconds to complete commands may 
require two or more temporal copies of the DJB to exist at any 
one time to maintain high performance. The controller 110 
Software may periodically make the temporal copies of the 
DJB coherent. The current coherent temporal copy of the DJB 
may be periodically written onto the spinning magnetic drive 
in the write journal stream through the bus 150. As an SSD 
copy operation proceeds, its bits are cleared from the DJB 
indicating that the spinning magnetic drive copy of the SSD 
drive contains the latest data. Writing the DJB reduces the 
work required to recover from an event like a shutdown, 
power cycle and restart where the SSD drive fails. The latest 
temporal copy of the DJB can be reloaded from the write 
journal 160, then the write journal from that point in time can 
be scanned to quickly add the additional updated blocks into 
the DJB. Non-volatile memory on the controller 110 may be 
used to protect the DJB contents as a result of unexpected 
power loss. 
0024 FIG. 2 illustrates the controller and host server first 
illustrated in FIG. 1, each configured in a system for redun 
dant data storage 200 that has the controller in communica 
tion with a slow drive pool protected with simple parity P data 
in a RAID-5 configuration for data redundancy and a pair of 
fast drives for write performance. The clients 105 may be in 
communication with the processor 120 in the storage control 
ler 110 through the host server 115 by way of the controller 
bus 125. The processor 120 may be in communication with a 
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write cache 210 that stores host write data and associated 
metadata, and may be in communication with a processor 
memory 135 that stores processor instructions. 
0025. The write cache 210 may have one or more write 
journal buffer areas 215 that include a respective plurality of 
write-data buffers and a journal metadata spaces (not shown) 
for receipt of host write data and associated metadata. During 
operation, host write data from the host server 115 may be 
cached into one of the plurality of write-data buffers that is in 
the Filling state (State 2) (supra). When the current Filling 
write-data buffer is full, then the state of the buffer is changed 
to Draining (State 3) (supra) and the write-data buffer and 
associated journal metadata space of the write journal buffer 
215 may be written sequentially to a set 220 of slow drives, 
Such as spinning magnetic drives 225, which are in commu 
nication with the processor 120 through a bus 230 that may be 
an FC, SAS, iSCSI, or PCIe bus or any other bus that is 
appropriate to communicate between the processor 120 and 
slow drives 225. The spinning magnetic drives 225 may be 
SAS or SATA drives and may each have at least two write 
journals (235, 240) partitioned from a fast-drive image copy 
area 245. The write journals (235, 240) and fast-drive copy 
portions 245 provide a RAID-5-protected WDS and image 
copy of a pair 250 of SSD drives 255 that may be in commu 
nication with the processor 120 through a bus 260. The bus 
260 may also be an FC, SAS, iSCSI, or PCIe bus or any other 
bus that is appropriate to communicate between the processor 
120 and SSD drives 255. With the write journal buffer 215 
sized appropriately to provide a complete stripe across the set 
220 of slow drives 225, including P-data calculated by the 
processor 120, each write journal buffer is written sequen 
tially to the RAID-5 set 220 with a full stripe write. 
0026. A DJB may also be maintained in a bitmap in the 
cache 210 to record the write-data buffer blocks (not shown) 
that have been written onto one of the SSD drives 255 and into 
the write journal (235, 240) of set 220 of spinning magnetic 
drives 220, but that have not yet been a part of a background 
copy of the SSD drives 255 into the fast-drive copy portions 
245 of the spinning magnetic drives 225. As described for the 
embodiment of FIG. 1, when a write to one of the SSD drives 
255 occurs, then the corresponding bits in the DJB are set to 
indicate that the host write data in the fast-drive copy portions 
245 are stale. When an SSDCopy operation moves the correct 
data from the SSD drives 255 onto the fast-drive copy por 
tions 245, then the corresponding bits in the DJB are cleared 
to indicate that the fast-drive copy portions 245 are coherent 
for these blocks. 

0027. In another embodiment of the system for redundant 
data storage 200, the controller and host server are in com 
munication with a set of slow drives protected with simple 
parity P data in either a RAID-3 or RAID-4 configuration. 
0028. In one embodiment of the invention that uses a five 
drive set of spinning magnetic drives in a RAID-5 configura 
tion, each write journal buffer may be comprised of 4 Mbytes 
of write-data-buffer including 8 kBytes of journal metadata. 
The 4Mbytes is logically broken down into 1022 data slots of 
4096 bytes, plus 8 k of Journal metadata. Host write data may 
be placed sequentially into the write journal buffer and an 
entry is added to a journal metadata table to describe each data 
slot. The journal metadata will contain the SSD drive logical 
block address for the data slot (typically 48 bits), a length of 
8-bits to describe up to 256 SSD drive blocks in a single entry, 
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and 8 bits of flags. An example of a write journal buffer is 
shown in Table 1. In this example the SSD drive has a block 
size of 512 bytes. 

TABLE 1. 

Write-Data 
Block Offset DATA in Memory 

OxOOOO.OOOO 
OxOOOO.1OOO 
OxOOOO.2OOO 
OxOOOO.3OOO 

SSD Data for LBA 0x1234450, Length 4096 bytes 
SSD Data for LBA Oxfl4, length 4096 bytes 
SSD Data for LBA Ox45346, length 4096 bytes 
SSD data for LBA Ox4534E, length 3584 bytes 

OxOOOO.4OOO SSD data for LBA Oxf54fa, length 512 bytes 
OxOOOO.SOOO SSD data for LBA, Ox353456, length 4096 bytes 
Etc, upto etc. 
offset 0x003F.dOOO 

One example of a Write-Data-Buffer format is provided in 
Table 2. 

TABLE 2 

Offset LBA Len State Flags 

OxOO3FEOOO Ox1234450 8 O 
OxOO3FEOO8 Oxf4 8 O 
OxOO3FEO10 Ox45346 15 O 
OxOO3FEO18 Oxf54fa 1 O 
OxOO3E.EO20 Ox353456 8 O 
Etc, upto 0x003FFFF8 

0029. If the write journal buffer describes SSD data for an 
SSD formatted with 4096 byte blocks, then the length field is 
still used to represent one 4 kblock, instead of one 512 byte 
block on the SSD. This does not need to be explicitly recorded 
in the journal. The use of data protection for the write-data 
store in the form of parity P or P+Q allows for greater data 
redundancy within the array. Data is not lost until the SSD and 
spinning magnetic drives are degraded to the point that the 
data cannot be reconstructed from the remaining magnetic 
drives and is not present on the SSD drives. Data loss for a 
parity protected write-data-store would require the failure of 
at least two spinning magnetic drives and one SSD. In all 
implementations many SSD drives can fail as long as the data 
integrity of the write-data-store can be maintained. The data 
written to the SSD drives can either be striped across the SSD 
in a similar manner to a traditional RAID-0 implementation 
or alternatively, the SSD storage can be arranged in a con 
tiguous linear arrangement. Contiguous arrangement of the 
SSD data blocks has advantages when the capacity of the SSD 
portion of the RAID set is expanded by adding new SSD 
drives because it removes the requirement to reorder the data 
on the SSD drives to support an increased stripe size which 
would be required for traditional striped RAID-0 arrange 
ment on the SSD. 

0030. In an alternative embodiment of the WDS and fast 
drive partition scheme illustrated FIG. 2, the WDS can be 
partitioned with the fast-drive image copy area as described in 
Table 3. 

TABLE 3 

SSDCopy blocks (0 to n - 1) 
Write journal area 0 
Journal metadata area. O 
SSDCopy blocks n to (2n - 1) 
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TABLE 3-continued 

Write journal area 1 
Journal metadata area 1 
SSDCopy blocks (2n to 3n - 1) 
Etc., etc., 

In this embodiment, the host write data in the SSD drive(s) as 
imaged onto the fast-drive image copy area during the SSD 
Copy operation are interspersed with the write journal data 
across the spinning magnetic drives 225. This layout of the 
data blocks ensures that seek times for the spinning magnetic 
drives are minimized. The active write journal data area may 
be selected dependent on the active segment for the SSDCopy 
process. For example if the SSDCopy process is currently 
coping data from the SSD drives to the WDS segment called 
“SSDCopy blocks (nto 2n-1), where n equals the number of 
blocks of each SSDCopy area segment, then all the write 
journal data will be written to “Write journal area 1. This 
may greatly reduce the seek time for the spinning drives. 
0031. In another embodiment of the WDS and fast-drive 
partition scheme first illustrated FIG. 2, the WDS can be 
partitioned with the fast-drive image copy area as described in 
Table 4. 

TABLE 4 

SSDCopy blocks (0 to n - 1) 
Write journal area for SSD blocks (0 to n - 1) 
Journal metadata area. O 
SSDCopy blocks (n to 2n - 1) 
Write journal area for SSD blocks (n to 2n - 1) 
Journal metadata area 1 
SSDCopy blocks (2n to 3n - 1) 
Etc., etc., 

In this embodiment, the arrangement of the WDS is also 
based upon a segmented write journal, however the host write 
data and associated metadata written to each writejournal slot 
is related to the blocks stored in the adjacent SSDCopy slot as 
described in Table 4. This arrangement does suggest a trade 
off, with an increase in the number of seeks required to update 
the write journal during non-degraded operation because 
multiple write streams must be maintained. However when a 
SSD fails and the write journal (235, 240) needs to be recon 
ciled with the fast-drive image copy area 245, the average 
distance of the spinning magnetic drive seeks is greatly 
reduced due to the proximity of the data areas. Hence, system 
performance is improved during periods of SSD drive failure. 
0032 FIG. 3 illustrates the controller and host server first 
illustrated in FIG. 1, each configured in a system for redun 
dant data storage 300 that has the controller in communica 
tion with a slow drive pool protected with parity P+Q data in 
a RAID-6 configuration for data redundancy and a pair of fast 
drives for write performance. The clients 105 may be in 
communication with the processor 120 in the storage control 
ler 110 through the host server 115 that is in communication 
with the storage controller 110 through the controller bus 125. 
The processor 120 may be in communication with a write 
cache 305that stores host write data and associated metadata, 
and may be in communication with a processor memory 135 
that stores processor instructions. The processor 120 is in 
communication with a plurality of slow drives 310 through a 
bus 315 that may be an FC, SAS, iSCSI, or PCIe bus or any 
other bus that is appropriate to communicate between the 
processor 120 and slow drives 310. The slow drives 310 may 
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be spinning magnetic drives such as SAS or SATA drives, 
may be SSD drives, or may consist of both SAS/SATA drives 
and SSD drives. The processor 120 may also in communica 
tion with a plurality of fast drives 320 through a bus 325. The 
fast drives may be a pair of SSD drives that have a faster IOPS 
than the slow drives 310. The slow drives 310 may each have 
at least two write journals (330, 335) partitioned from a 
fast-drive image copy portion 340. The write journals (330, 
335) and fast-drive copy portions 340 provide a RAID-6- 
protected WDS and image copy for the fast drives 320. The 
write cache 305 may have a plurality of write-data buffers and 
a journal metadata spaces (not shown) for receipt of host write 
data and associated metadata and may be sized appropriately 
to provide a complete stripe across the slow drives 310, 
including P+Q data calculated by the processor 120. 
0033. As in the embodiments illustrated in FIGS. 1 and 2. 
a DJB may be maintained in a bitmap in the cache 305 to 
record the write-data buffer blocks (not shown) that have been 
written onto an SSD drive 320 and into the a write journal 
(330,335), but that have not yet been a part of a background 
copy of the SSD drives 320 into the fast-drive copy portions 
340 of the slow drives 310. 

0034 FIG. 4 illustrates the controller and host server first 
illustrated in FIG. 1, each configured in a system for redun 
dant data storage 400 that has the controller in communica 
tion with a slow drive pool configured in a RAID-1 configu 
ration for data redundancy and a pair of fast drives for write 
performance. The processor 120 may be in communication 
with the set of slow drives, such as spinning magnetic drives 
(405, 410), through a bus 415 that may bean FC, SAS, iSCSI, 
or PCIe bus or any other bus that is appropriate to communi 
cate between the processor 120 and spinning magnetic drives 
(405, 410). The spinning magnetic drives 405 may each have 
at least one write journal (420 or 425) partitioned from a 
fast-drive image copy area 430. The fast-drive copy portions 
430 provide a RAID-1-protected image copy of a pair of SSD 
drives (435, 440) that may be in communication with the 
processor 120 through a bus 445. The bus 445 may also be an 
FC, SAS, iSCSI, or PCIe bus or any other bus that is appro 
priate to communicate between the processor 120 and fast 
drive image copy area 430. With at least one write journal 
buffer 450 in communication with the slow drives (405, 410) 
through bus 415 and sized appropriately to provide a com 
plete stripe across the slow drives (405, 410), each at least one 
write journal buffer 450 is written sequentially to the spinning 
magnetic drives (405, 410) with a full stripe write. 
0035. In an alternative embodiment, each of the SSD 
drives (435, 440) is copied into respective fast-drive copy 
portions 430 in a striped (i.e. contiguous) manner, rather than 
imaged, to accomplish the RAID-1 redundancy. A contiguous 
arrangement of the SSD host data blocks has advantages 
when the capacity of the SSD portion of system is expanded 
by adding new SSD drives, because it removes the require 
ment to reorder the host data on the SSD drives to support an 
increased stripe size which would be required for traditional 
striped RAID-0 arrangement on the SSD. 
0036. The use of data protection for the WDS in the form 
of parity P(illustrated in FIG. 2) or P+Q (illustrated in FIG.3) 
allows for greater data redundancy within respective systems. 
Host write data is not lost until the SSD and spinning mag 
netic drives are degraded to the point that the data cannot be 
reconstructed from the remaining spinning magnetic drives 
and is not present on the SSD drives. Data loss for a parity 
protected WDS would require the failure of at least two spin 
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ning magnetic drives and one SSD. If the WDS is protected by 
P+Q data, then data loss would not occur until three spinning 
magnetic drives had failed and one SSD had failed. In all 
implementations many SSD drives can fail as long as the data 
integrity of the WDS can be maintained. 
0037 FIG. 5 illustrates one embodiment of a method for 
providing redundant data storage (e.g. "writing) using a 
higher-IOP-speed or “fast drive for performance and a 
slower-IOP-speed or “slow drive for data redundancy. Host 
write data may be received in the controller (block 500). The 
host write data may be written to a fast drive (block 505) such 
as an SSD drive, and may be coalesced into write-data blocks 
of a write journal buffer in the controller along with associ 
ated metadata (block 510). In one embodiment, the host write 
data may be coalesced into what would be a full write stripe 
for the slow drive (block 515) and an entry in the dirty journal 
bitmap is made (block 517) to track the fast drive write and 
write journal buffer write. If the write journal buffer is full 
(test 520) indicating a full stripe write is ready, the host write 
data and associated metadata in the write-data blocks are 
written to an active write journal of the slow drive (block 525) 
such as an SAS or SATA drive. A dirty bitmap journal may 
also be updated (block 530) to track the write to the active 
write journal. As part of a background activity, or sequentially 
as illustrated in FIG. 5, a copy of the fast drive may begin (test 
535) and journaling of host write data begins in a new write 
journal on the slow drive (block 540). If the background copy 
of the fast drive is complete (test 545), then the dirty journal 
bitmap may be cleared (block 550), the old write journal 
discarded (block 555) and the controller continues to receive 
host write data in preparation for further writes to a new write 
journal on the slow drive (block 500). In alternative embodi 
ments, the slow drive may be a set of slow drives, such as a 
RAID-configured array of SAS or SATA drives. The fast drive 
may be a set of fast drives, such as SSD drives, with the 
random IOPS speed of each of the fast drives faster than the 
random IOPS speed of the set of SAS or SATA drives. Or, the 
set of slow drives may be a set of SSD drives that have random 
IOPS speeds that are slower than the random IOPS speeds of 
the set of SSD drives that are the fast drives. 

0038. While various implementations of the application 
have been described, it will be apparent to those of ordinary 
skill in the art that many more embodiments and implemen 
tations are possible that are within the scope of this invention. 

1. A method of providing data storage, comprising: 
writing a plurality of data to at least one first storage drive, 

said at least one first storage drive having a first random 
input/output operations per second (IOPS) speed; and 

writing said plurality of data and an associated plurality of 
journal metadata sequentially to at least one second stor 
age drive, said at least one second storage drive having a 
second random IOPS speed that is slower than said first 
random IOPS speed. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein said writing said plu 
rality of data and associated journal metadata further com 
prises: 

writing said plurality of data and associated plurality jour 
nal metadata sequentially in an active write journal. 

3. The method of claim 2, further comprising: 
writing a second plurality of data and an associated second 

plurality of journal metadata sequentially to a new write 
journal; and 
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copying an image copy of said at least one first storage 
drive onto said at least one second storage drive using a 
sequential write of said at least one second storage drive. 

4. The method of claim 3, further comprising: 
releasing said active write journal; and 
writing said second plurality of data non-sequentially to 

said at least one first storage drive. 
5. The method of claim 3, wherein said copying an image 

copy of said at least one first storage drive onto said at least 
one second storage drive further comprises: 

copying an image copy of said at least one first storage 
drive distributed onto a redundant array of independent 
drives (RAID). 

6. The method of claim 5, wherein said RAID is configured 
in a RAID-5 configuration. 

7. The method of claim 1, wherein said at least one first 
storage drive is a solid state drive (SSD) and said at least one 
second storage drive is at least one spinning magnetic drive. 

8. The method of claim 1, wherein said at least one first 
storage drive is a first solid state drive (SSD) and said at least 
one second storage drive is a second SSD. 

9. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
coalescing write data blocks into write journal-buffers; and 
performing said writing of said plurality of data and said 

associated plurality of journal metadata sequentially to 
said at least one second storage drive after said write data 
blocks are coalesced. 

10. An apparatus for providing data storage, comprising: 
at least one first storage drive having a first random input/ 

output operations per second (IOPS) speed; 
at least one second storage drive having a second input/ 

output operations per second (IOPS) speed, said at least 
one second storage drive having a second random IOPS 
speed that is slower than said first random IOPS speed; 
and 
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a controller configured to write a plurality of data non 
sequentially to said at least one first storage drive and 
configured to write said plurality of data and said asso 
ciated plurality of journal metadata sequentially to said 
at least one second storage drive. 

11. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein said at least one first 
storage drive is a solid state drive (SSD) and said at least one 
second storage drive is at least one spinning magnetic drive. 

12. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein said at least one first 
storage drive is a first solid state drive (SSD) and said at least 
one second storage drive is a second SSD. 

13. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein said controller is 
further configured to perform an image copy of said first 
storage drive onto said second storage drive. 

14. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein said controller 
further comprises: 

a processor; 

a cache in communication with said processor, said cache 
sized to enable a full-stripe write of said plurality of data 
and said associated plurality of journal metadata onto 
said second storage drive. 

15. The apparatus of claim 14, wherein said cache further 
comprises: 

a dirty journal bitmap configured to map said plurality of 
data written to said first storage drive and said second 
storage drive. 

16. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein said second storage 
drive is partitioned with at least one write journal area. 

17. The apparatus of claim 10, further comprising: 
a host server in communication with said controller. 

18-20. (canceled) 


